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Abstract
The study of heavy-ion collisions has currently unprecedented opportunities with
two first class facilities, the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) at BNL and the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN, and five large experiments ALICE, ATLAS,
CMS, PHENIX and STAR producing a wealth of high quality data. Selected results
recently obtained are presented on the study of flow, energy loss and direct photons.
1 Introduction
Since about two years, the field of relativistic heavy-ion collisions is in a unique and
unprecedented situation. It benefits from a wealth of high quality results obtained by
five large experiments in operation at two outstanding and complementary facilities.
RHIC started operation in the year 2000 and has demonstrated unique flexibility and
capabilities in delivering beams at a very broad energy range from the top energy at√
sNN = 200 GeV down to
√
sNN = 7 GeV and providing collisions of a large variety
of species pp, dA, CuCu, AuAu and recently U+U as well as asymmetric collisions like
Cu+Au. The LHC at CERN started a most fruitful heavy ion program in 2010 opening
a new energy frontier with the study of Pb+Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV. The pro-
gram is carried out by five large experiments, PHENIX and STAR at RHIC and ALICE,
ATLAS and CMS at the LHC. The emphasis is on precise studies to characterize the
properties of the strongly interacting quark gluon plasma (sQGP) discovered at RHIC.
The study of many observables over two to three orders of magnitude in energy provide
strong contraints and valuable guidance in the development of theoretical models. In the
limited space of this paper it is not possible to do justice to all the recent developments
in the field. The paper is therefore restricted to recent results on a few topics including
flow, energy loss and direct photons.
2 Flow
The study of flow is a main focus of interest. It has the potential to address tranport
properties of the plasma like the shear viscosity to entropy ratio (η/s), the speed of sound
etc. Of particular interest is the detailed comparison of the flow parameters at RHIC and
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LHC energies which could reveal differences in the plasma formed at these two energy
regimes.
The average elliptic flow of inclusive charged hadrons in the 20-30% centrality class
increases by ∼25% from RHIC to LHC (see left panel of Fig. 1) [1]. This increase mainly
reflects the observed increase in the average pT of the charged hadrons rather than an
increase of the differential elliptic flow v2(pT ). The latter is in fact remarkably constant
from RHIC to LHC as demonstrated in the middle panel of Fig. 1 that compares the
differential elliptic flow of charged hadrons measured by ALICE and STAR [1]. The
differential elliptic flow of charged hadrons is also remarkably constant at lower energies,
from 200 down to 39 GeV, as demonstrated by the PHENIX measurements [2] shown in
the right panel of Fig. 1. The saturation of v2(pT ) at, or below,
√
sNN = 39 GeV suggests
that the perfect liquid property of the sQGP discovered at RHIC is valid from this low
energy up to at least 2.76 TeV. At RHIC, the saturation of v2(pT ) for charged hadrons is
also observed for identified hadrons (pi,K, p) in the energy range
√
sNN = 39-200 GeV. At
LHC the situation is less clear. The observed saturation of v2(pT ) for unidentified charged
hadrons could be fortuitous and result from higher v2(pT ) values at the LHC compared to
RHIC for pi and and K compensated by lower v2(pT ) values for p [3]. The differences are
relatively small, of the order of 20%, but if confirmed they could signal small differences
in the properties of the sQGP formed at the LHC compared to the one formed at RHIC.
The valence quark scaling observed at RHIC seems also to work at the LHC although
deviations are observed for protons [4].
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Figure 1: Average elliptic flow v2 vs.
√
sNN (left panel) [1], comparison of v2(pT ) results
for charged hadrons at RHIC (STAR) and LHC (ALICE) energies (middle panel) [1] and
differential elliptic flow v2(pT ) of charged hadrons in 20-30% Au+Au collisions at
√
sNN
= 39-200 GeV (right panel) [2] .
Motivated by recent theoretical work [5], the large five experiments have performed
over the past couple of years systematic measurements showing the importance of the
higher order harmonic flow components. The characteristic features are very similar at
RHIC and LHC (see Fig. 2) [6, 7]:
• sizable vn up to the sixth order;
• same pattern for all n: vn rises up to ∼3 GeV/c and then falls at higher pT ;
• weaker or no centrality dependence of v3-v6 in contrast to v2 that exhibits a strong
centrality dependence.
The saturation of v2 mentioned above also holds for the higher flow components.
The importance of the higher order harmonics has crucial consequences. The long
range ∆η near-side correlations (the so-called ridge) and the double peak structure in
2
the away-side correlations (known as the double-hump), both observed in two-particle
correlations, largely disappear once the higher order flow components are subtracted [7].
These low-pT correlation effects reflect fluctuations in the initial geometry rather than the
response of the medium to the energy deposited by high energy partons. The higher order
harmonics and in particular v3 provide additional constraints to the models and should
help determining the shear viscosity to entropy ratio η/s with higher precision [6].
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Figure 2: Higher order flow harmonics measured by PHENIX (left panel) [6] and
ATLAS (right panel) [7] for different centrality classes in collisions of Au+Au at√
sNN = 200 GeV and Pb+Pb at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV, respectively.
3 Energy loss
The jet quenching phenomena is a topic of great interest. Their study greatly benefits from
the higher energy reach offered by the LHC. By jet quenching one refers to the energy loss
of hard scattered partons as they traverse the color medium formed in ultrarelativistic
heavy ion collisions. The goal is to accurately measure this energy loss. This is not a
simple task as it requires knowledge of the initial parton energy, the path length in the
medium and the final parton energy. A variety of observables are used, the suppression of
high pT particles, two-particle correlations and full jet reconstruction. Some of the most
recent results are reviewed below.
3.1 Suppression of high pT particles - RAA
The discovery of jet quenching phenomena was first made at RHIC in measurements of
the suppression of high pT particles [8]. The suppression is quantified by the nuclear
modification factor, RAA , defined as the ratio of the particle yield in nucleus-nucleus
collisions, scaled down by the number of binary collisions, to the particle yield in pp
collisions. Over the past decade the RHIC experiments have systematically measured
the suppression of a large variety of particles that challenge and constrain energy loss
models. The left panel of Fig. 3 shows an updated compilation of RAA measurements by
the PHENIX experiment [9]. At low pT (pT < 6-7 GeV/c), the results show an interesting
3
hierarchy in the suppression pattern of identified particles. Direct photons, as expected,
are not suppressed. Light quark mesons show the largest suppression whereas baryons
have very small or no suppression at all. Strange mesons and electrons from heavy flavor
(eHF ) show intermediate suppression:
RAA (light quark mesons) < RAA (strange mesons and e
± from HF) < RAA (baryons)
On the other hand, at higher pT , all particles, baryons and mesons, independently of their
quark flavor, are strongly suppressed and seem to exhibit the same suppression level.
Figure 3: Left panel: RAA for baryons, strange mesons, e from heavy flavor, light quark
mesons and direct photons measured by PHENIX in 0-10% most central Au+Au collisions
at
√
sNN = 200 GeV [9]. Right panel: RAA of pi, K and p measured by ALICE in central
Pb+Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV [10].
Systematic measurements of identified particles RAA are also beeing performed at the
LHC. The ALICE results available so far, including RAA of pi, K and p (see right panel of
Fig. 3) [10] and RAA of D mesons [11] seem to exhibit a similar pattern.
The LHC brings a new dimension to the study of RAA. Particle spectra can be mea-
sured with unprecedented pT reach, up to 100 GeV/c. This is possible since the particle
production cross sections are considerably higher at the LHC, and the particle spectra are
harder at the LHC than at RHIC reflecting a higher radial flow (see left panel of Fig. 4)
[12]. The RAA of charged particles measured by the CMS in central Pb+Pb collisions
at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV is displayed in the right panel of Fig. 4. At low pT , RAA exhibits
first a fast rise followed by a gradual decrease, reaching maximum suppression at pT = 6-
7 GeV/c. At pT > 7 GeV/c, RAA steadily increases up to ∼30 GeV/c and appears to
saturate at higher pT values. In the pT region of overlap, RHIC data (see e.g. the pi
0
data in the left panel of Fig. 3) show a similar pattern, although the minimum at pT = 6-
7 GeV/c is less deep and the rise at pT > 7 GeV/c is not clearly established beyond the
experimental uncertainties.
3.2 Jets and correlations
The study of jets is a prominent part of the heavy ion experiments at RHIC and LHC.
Jets provide a powerful tool for directly studying the energy loss of high energy partons in
the hot and dense medium formed in heavy ion collisions. The energy lost could manifest
itself in the properties of the jet by e.g. changes in the jet shape and the jet fragmentation
function.
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Figure 4: Left panel: Identified particle spectra in central collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV
from PHENIX and STAR and at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV from ALICE [12]. Right panel: RAA
of charged particles from CMS in central Pb+Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV [13].
There are obvious differences between jets at RHIC and LHC. At RHIC, jet studies
are practically limited to energies below Ejet = 30-50 GeV, the limit being imposed by the
jet production cross section. Furthermore, jet information is mainly derived via particle
correlation studies. It is only recently that both PHENIX and STAR were able to perform
full jet reconstruction. At LHC, on the other hand, jet studies are carried out for high
energy jets (Ejet > 25 GeV) which are copiously produced, prominently visible and can be
fully reconstructed, whereas low energy jets cannot be reconstructed due to fluctuations
in the underlying event. An interesting question is whether the quench phenomena of low
energy jets observed at RHIC are qualitatively different from those of high energy jets
measured at LHC. In the following, the main characterictic features of jets at RHIC and
LHC are compared.
• Jet suppression. Jets appear to be equally suppressed at RHIC and LHC. At LHC,
the jet yield is suppressed in central collisions by about a factor of 2 and the suppression
level is independent of jet pT from 100 up to 300 GeV/c (see left panel of Fig. 5 [14]).
A similar level of suppression is observed for low pT jets in central collisions at RHIC as
shown in the right panel of Fig. 5 [15].
CMS (preliminary)  PbPb √sNN = 2.76 TeV 
Figure 5: Jet suppression in central Pb+Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV from CMS
(left panel) [14] and in several centrality ranges in Cu+Cu collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV
from PHENIX [15].
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• Dijet angular correlations. Dijets are mostly back-to-back in AA collisions both at
the LHC and RHIC as shown in Fig. 6 [16, 17]. They show the same angular correlations
as in pp for all centralities and there is no evidence for deflection of the away-side jet.
Jiangyong Jia for the PHENIX Collaboration / Nuclear Physics A 00 (2011) 1–9 8
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Figure 10: Left panel: the direct photon v2; right panel: direct γ-hadron azimuthal distribution compared with inclusive and decay γ-hadron
distributions.
defined to suppress background fluctuations that tend to gives jets with high multiplicity and large width. This method
can directly suppress fake jets with high purity, so the systematic error due to underlying event is smaller than that for
the direct background subtraction method. However, the jet sample passing the rejection criteria are subject to some
efficiency loss and bias, which need to be evaluated carefully.
Figure 11 summarizes the current status of the jet reconstruction in PHENIX [23]. The left panel shows the full jet
Figure 11: Left panel: jet spectra in p+p collisions. Middle panel: jet RAA in central Cu+Cu collisions for two jet cones. Right panel: di-jet
azimuthal correlation for several centrality selections in Cu+Cu.
spectrum in p+p collisions, unfolded to particle level, up to 60 GeV. The result is consistent with an NLO calculation
and PYTHIA. The middle panel shows the jet RAA in central Cu+Cu collisions, unfolded to p+p jet energy scale, for
two different jet cone sizes. Comparison between different jet cone sizes was argued to directly probe the jet shape
modifications [24]. We see that the RAA for larger cone size is less suppressed, but the uncertainty also is much larger
presumably due to increased background fluctuation in a larger cone. The right panel shows the di-jet acoplanarity
for several centrality classes. The widths extracted via Gaussian fits are consistent across all centrality bins, suggests
a small kT broadening for surviving partons traversing the medium.
8. Future of jet quenching physics in PHENIX
The primary goal for jet quenching physics is to obtain a coherent picture of the interaction of the jets with sQGP.
In order to achieve this goal, we need not only more precise measurements for existing experimental observables,
but also the capability to measure new observables that can provide much more detailed picture about jet medium
interactions. Examples of latter category include reconstructed jets and di-jets in a broad acceptance and kinematic
range, direct γ-jet correlation, and heavy meson tagged jet, just to name a few. PHENIX has planned aggressive
mid-term (2010-2015) and long-term (beyond 2015) detectors upgrades to fulfill these requirements.
In the mid-term, PHENIX will see the completion of VTX and FVTX detectors. These detectors should allow
us to tag D and B meson directly, and provide extended acceptance for low pT charged hadrons for light/heavy
Figure 6: Angular correlations of dijets (∆φ = φjet1−φjet2) in Cu+Cu collisions at RHIC
from PHENIX (left panel) [16] and in Pb+Pb collisions at LHC from ATLAS (right panel)
[17].
• Jet broadening. The jet shape is modified in nuclear collisions compared to pp colli-
sions both at RHIC and LHC as illustrated in Fig. 7. The left panel shows results derived
from jet-hadron correlations measured by STAR in central Au+Au collisions [18]. For
high pT associated particles, the width of the away-side correlations is the same as in pp
collisions, whereas it is considerably larger, by almost a factor of 2, when selecting low
pT associated particles. This suggests that the energy lost by the parton as it traverses
the medium appears in soft hadrons that broaden the recoiling jet shape but remain cor-
related with the original parton direction. Similar conclusions can be reached from the
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Figure 7: Left panel: width of the away-side jet-hadron correlations in central Au+Au and
pp collisions as function of pT of the associated hadrons from STAR [18]. Right panel:
ratio of the differential jet shape in central Pb+Pb to pp collisions as function of the
invariant radius r from the jet axis [19].
plot on the right panel that shows CMS results of the ratio of the differential jet shape
in central Pb+Pb to pp collisions for inclusive jets with pT > 100 GeV/c and charged
particles with pT > 1 GeV/c [19]. The differential jet shape is defined as the fraction of
the jet transverse momentum contained in an annulus of invariant radius r around the
jet axis and is determined using charged tracks only. A significant increase of ∼40% is
observed at large values of r in the most central Pb+Pb collisions shown in the right panel
indicating a broadening of the jet shape, whereas the ratio is consistent with unity for
6
peripheral collisions. Additional measurements show that this broadening is due to soft
particles.
• Energy and momentum balance. At LHC, dijets exhibit a large transverse energy
imbalance that grows with centrality as first shown by ATLAS (see Fig. 8) [17]. Very
similar results are also reported by CMS [20]. Detailed studies carried out by CMS demon-
strate that this imbalance results from the incomplete accounting of the jet energy by the
jet algorithm. It is a direct consequence of the soft particles produced as a result of the
energy lost by high energy partons as they traverse the medium, that are not included in
the jet algorithm because they fall outside the jet cone or below the energy threshold.
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√
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Energy and momentum balance studies are also carried out at RHIC. Fig. 9 shows the
transverse momentum difference between AA and pp collisions, DAA(p
assoc
T ) = [YAA(p
assoc
T )−
Ypp(p
assoc
T )]p
assoc
T (where Yaa(p
assoc
T ) represents the yield of associated tracks with trans-
verse momentum passocT in aa collisions) for the near-side (left panel) and the away-side
(right panel) jets [18]. For the near-side jet, DAA is consistent with zero, i.e. the momen-
tum profile is very similar in central Au+Au and pp collisions, there are no changes as
expected from the surface bias effect of the jet trigger. On the other hand, for the away
side jet there is a deficit of high pT tracks that is within errors compensated by an excess
of low pT tracks.
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Figure 5. Jet-hadron DAA distributions for the near-side (left) and away-side (right).
For details on the systematic uncertainty bands see [16].
with passocT > 1.5 GeV/c. The near-side ∆η projections, figure 6, show that the pi-
triggered data result in higher per trigger yields on the near-side than p+K-triggered
data in both d-Au and Au-Au collisions [18]. The Au-Au data sits on a pedestal, the
phenomenon traditionally known as “the ridge”, with a higher pedestal for the p+K-
triggered correlations that for the pi-triggered data. This suggests that protons and/or
kaons may have a higher v3 component than the pi, see [19] for more details on flow and
fluctuation measures from STAR. The intermediate pT trigger range selected for this
analysis is in the region often successfully described by “recombination” models [20].
However, if the production of protons were dominated by recombination of quarks from
the “bulk”, there should be no correlated particle production with these baryons. In
the na¨ıve recombination scheme this would result in a reduced per trigger yield for
protons in Au-Au di-hadron correlations. No such reduction, compared to d-Au data,
is observed in figure 6.
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Figure 6. p+K and pi triggered di-hadron near-side ∆η correlations. Left: d-Au
collisions. Right: Au-Au collisions.
4. Summary and Outlook
In summary, full jet reconstruction has shown that the pp single inclusive and di-
jet cross-sections are well described by NLO calculations when hadronization and the
underlying event are taken into the account. The underlying event multiplicity shows
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with passocT > 1.5 GeV/c. The near-side ∆η projections, figure 6, show that the pi-
triggered data resul in higher per trigg yields on the near-sid than p+K-triggered
data in both d-Au and Au-Au collisions [18]. The Au-Au data sits on a pedestal, the
phenomeno traditionally known as “the ridge”, with a hig er pedestal for the p+K-
triggered correlations that for the pi-triggered data. This suggests that protons and/or
kaons may have a higher v3 component than the pi, see [19] for more details on flow and
fluctuation measures from STAR. The intermediate pT trigger range selected for this
analysis is in the region often successfully described by “recombination” models [20].
However, if the production of protons were dominated by recombination of quarks from
the “bulk”, there should be no correlated particle production with these baryons. In
the na¨ıve recombination scheme this would result in a reduced per trigger yield for
protons in Au-Au di-hadron correlations. No such reduction, compared to d-Au data,
is observed in figure 6.
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4. Summary and Outlook
In summary, full jet reconstruction has shown that the pp single inclusive and di-
jet cross-sections are well described by NLO calculations when hadronization and the
underlying event are taken into the account. The underlying event multiplicity shows
Figure 9: Near-side (left) and away-side (right) DAA distributions as a function of the
associated hadron transverse momentum passocT in central Au+Au collisions measured by
STAR in central Au+Au collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV [18]. See text for the definition
of DAA.
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• Fragmentation functions. The jet properties described above imply a change of the
jet fragmentation function in AA collisions compared to pp collisions and indeed both
ATLAS and CMS have recently reported such changes [21, 19]. The top panels of Fig. 10
show the fragmentation functions in Pb+Pb collisions for several centrality bins together
with the pp reference fragmentation function [19]. The bottom panels show the ratio of
the Pb+Pb to pp fragmentation functions. The results are plotted against ξ = ln(1/z)
where z = p||/pjet is the ratio of the track momentum along the jet axis to the magnitude
of the jet momentum. For the most peripheral collisions, 50-100%, the ratio is consistent
with unity i.e. there is no modification of the Pb+Pb fragmentation function as one
would expect. There is also no modification of the Pb+Pb fragmentation function at all
centralities for high pT tracks with ξ < 1, i.e. when a single track carries more than
40% of the total jet momentum. For all the other cases there is a clear modification of
the fragmentation functions that increases with centrality. The modification is mainly
characterized by an excess of low pT tracks pT < 3 GeV/c (ξ > 3.5), reaching a factor of
∼2 for the most central collisions1. This excess is accompanied by a small deficit of tracks
with pT > 3 GeV/c.
Very similar modifications of the jet fragmentation function were observed in central
Au+Au collisions by PHENIX in gamma-hadron correlations [15].
Figure 10: Fragmentation functions in pp and for several centrality classes in Pb+Pb
collisions measured at LHC by CMS using charged particle tracks inside the jet cones. z
represents the ratio of the track momentum along the jet axis to the magnitude of the
jet momentum. Inclusive jets with pT > 100 GeV/c and tracks with pT > 1 GeV/c and
within a cone of r=0.3 are considered in this analysis [19].
3.3 Calibrated probes
The results presented in the previous subsections are a consequence of the energy lost by
high energy partons as they traverse the strongly interacting colored medium. But in all
these measurements of dijets, jet-hadron or hadron-hadron correlations, the initial parton
conditions are not known. Both partons, produced in the initial hard scattering process,
can undergo energy loss and the measurements do not provide direct information on the
amount of energy lost in the medium. Measurements using calibrated probes, like γ-jet
1This was not seen in the earlier CMS analysis that was restricted to tracks with pT > 4 GeV/c and
led to the conclusion that the jet fragmentation function is not modified in Pb+Pb collisions [22, 23].
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Figure 11: Z boson yield vs. centrality
in Pb+Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV
from ATLAS. Results are shown separately
for Z→ e+e−, Z→ µ+µ−, the two dilepton
channels combined, and several pT bins of
the Z boson as indicated in the figure [24].
PbPb 
Pythia+Hydjet 
0-10% 
Figure 12: Fraction of the jet pT to γ
pT in γ-jet studies in central Pb+Pb col-
lisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV from CMS.
Analysis is restricted to pT
γ > 60 GeV
and pT
Jet > 30 GeV. Results are com-
pared to simulations based on Pythia +
Hydjet [25].
or Z,W-jet are considered golden channels for a direct measurement of the energy lost in
the medium. The γ or the weak bosons Z or W detected through their leptonic decay
channels, are not affected by the medium and serve to define the initial energy of the
recoiling jet. Also, the surface bias effect inherent to dijet measurements does not exist
in these channels. But these are not easy measurements. Direct, isolated photons are
copiously produced at LHC energies but suffer from large backgrounds originating mainly
from pi0 and other decays. There is also a possible contamination from fragmentation
photons. The W bosons are not fully reconstructed. They are identified through single
leptons from their lνl decay channel. Z bosons appear as the best candidate from this
point of view as they are practically free of any background and can be fully reconstructed
through their dilepton decay channels. However they suffer from low production cross
sections and high luminosity is required for precise Z-jet measurements.
A large experimental effort is ongoing at RHIC and LHC to measure direct photons
and at the LHC to measure weak bosons. There is convincing evidence that isolated
photons and weak bosons do not interact with the medium. This is desmonstrated in the
left panel of Fig. 3 and the right panel of Fig. 4 showing that the RAA of photons is unity
at RHIC and LHC, respectively. A precise measurement of the Z boson production at
the LHC in both the electron and di-muon decay channels shows that the production of
Z bosons scales with the number of binary collisions as shown in Fig.11. First results on
γ-jets studies at RHIC and LHC were recently reported [15, 25, 26]. Fig. 12 shows the
fraction xJγ of the jet pT to the γ pT in γ-jet correlations measured by CMS at LHC in
central Pb+Pb collisions. The analysis is performed for photons with pT
γ > 60 GeV/c
and jets with pT
jet > 30 GeV/c. The results show a clear shift of the distribution with
respect to simulations based on Pythia + Hidjet [25].
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4 Direct photons
Electromagnetic probes (real and virtual photons) play a unique role in the diagnosis of
the sQGP. They provide information about the plasma temperature and are sensitive to
chiral symmetry restoration effects and in-medium properties of hadrons. The most recent
RHIC and LHC results on real photons are discussed below. Results on virtual photons
are only available at RHIC. For the most recent results see [27].
As part of a systematic study of electromagnetic probes at RHIC, the PHENIX experi-
ment has measured direct photons in p+p and Au+Au collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV [28].
The results are shown in Fig. 13. The p+p data are well reproduced by NLO pQCD cal-
culations down to low pT . On the other hand, the Au+Au data exhibit a strong photon
excess in the pT range of 1-3 GeV/c, beyond the p+p yield scaled by the number of bi-
nary collisions Ncoll. This excess has an exponential shape with a slope parameter T =
221 ±19stat ± 19syst MeV in central (0-20%) collisions. The excess has been interpreted
as thermal radiation from the sQGP thus providing the first information about the tem-
perature of the medium averaged over the space-time evolution of the collision. Using
hydrodynamical models one can infer an initial temperature of Tini = 300 to 600 MeV
depending on the assumed formation time (τ = 0.6-0.15 fm/c) of the system. A similar
analysis and a similar excess of direct photons have been recently reported by the ALICE
experiment [29]. The ALICE results are displayed in the right panel of Fig. 13. The slope
parameter of the excess is T = 305 ± 51 stat+syst MeV, higher than at RHIC as one would
expect if the excess is indeed the thermal radiation from the sQGP.
Figure 13: Left panel: Direct photon invariant pT spectra in pp and Au+Au collisions at√
sNN = 200 GeVmeasured by PHENIX. The dashed curve on the pp data represent a
fit with a power law function. The black curves on the Au+Au data are exponential plus
the Ncoll scaled pp fit. For more details see [28]. Right panel: Direct photon invariant
pT spectrum in Pb+Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV with NLO pQCD calculations at
high pT and exponential fit at low pT [29].
In order to further strengthen the interpretation in terms of thermal radiation, PHENIX
measured the direct photons in d+Au collisions [30]. The direct photon spectrum in d+Au
collisions is well reproduced by a fit to the pp data scaled with the number of binary col-
lisions and there is no excess of low pT photons. This result clearly demonstrates that
the large excess of direct photons observed in Au+Au at low pT is not due to initial state
effects and reinforces the interpretation of the Au+Au excess as thermal radiation from
the sQGP.
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On the other hand PHENIX has also measured a large elliptic flow v2 of low pT direct
photons in Au+Au collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV, comparable in shape and magnitude
to the elliptic flow of pions [31]. The large v2 of direct photons has been confirmed in
a completely independent analysis based on external conversion photons [32]. The new
analysis allowed to extend the pT range of the measurement down to 0.5 GeV/c. The
results are shown in Fig. 14 [32]. The large v2 values of direct photons is a surprising
and challenging result. The direct photon yield at low pT is dominated by the excess
mentioned above that is interpreted as thermal radiation from the sQGP. However thermal
radiation implies early emission whereas a large v2 implies late emission. Assuming that
all measurements are correct, these two seemingly contradicting features call for a revision
of the current interpretation of the results.
reaction plane: 1< |η|<2.8  
Au+Au 200 GeV 
min. bias 
Figure 14: Direct photons v2 results obtained by PHENIX in minimum bias Au+Au
collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV using two completely independent analysis methods based
on inclusive photons and on external conversion photons, respectively [32].
5 Summary and Outlook
The field of relativistic heavy ion physics is now in a phase of precision measurements
to characterize the properties of the sQGP. Only a few topics could be discussed in the
limited scope of this paper, covering the most recent results on flow, energy loss and direct
photons. The field benefits from unique opportunities offered by five large experiments
operating at two large facilities and producing high quality and complementary data.
Results are obtained at unprecedented rate and considerable progress should be achieved
in the next few years.
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